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ABSTRACT
Interface descriptions, while adequate for describing relatively simple or uniform functionality, are too abstract to
properly describe entities as complex as e-commerce services or feature rich telecommunications services. The web
services community has partially acknowledged this, as description languages like WSCL and OWL-S have enriched interface information with additional fragments of component
semantics. In this paper, we naturally extend this progression by proposing that services be described by (abstract)
executable speciﬁcation behavioral models instead of, or in
addition to, these other descriptive formalisms. Our argument is based on the observation that at least three capabilities, service discovery, validation, and execution monitoring,
are enabled or fundamentally improved by this idea. In addition to overviewing OpenModel, our distributed modeling
framework, as one possible basis for this approach, we also
describe case studies that support our claims, and review
the limitations of existing approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements / Speciﬁcations—Methodologies, Tools; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Veriﬁcation—Formal Methods, Programming by Contract, Validation

General Terms
Documentation, Standardization, Veriﬁcation
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Users and developers of Internet-scale service networks
face several challenging tasks. For example, would-be users
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must discover appropriate service nodes; users must validate
the nodes’ behavior with respect to their personal requirements; and, in some cases, the user or node stakeholder may
wish to monitor the execution of the service for compliance
with expectations. Each of these tasks requires service descriptions for the nodes of the system. That is, the nodes
must somehow publish abstracts of their capabilities so that
clients (end users, tools, other service nodes, and administrators) can understand what each oﬀers.
Service descriptions have previously taken many forms.
Naming identiﬁes capabilities with a symbolic token such as
a name (e.g. “the police” or web pages denoted by URLs)
or even a well known TCP port number (e.g. email at port
25, http at port 80). Of course, clients must know the correct name in order to discover (or recognize) a service, and
all functional information is only implicit, being assumed
known independently. Interfaces are also used as service descriptions. For example, in the Jini distributed Java framework (www.jini.org) a service is represented by a Java interface, which includes the name of the component class as
well as types of input parameters and output values. A similar mechanism is supported by WSDL [17] under the UDDI
( www.uddi.org) framework. More reﬁned functional information has been used for service description as well, such
as valid operation sequences (as in WSCL [16]), or pre- and
post-conditions in OWL-S [14] (formerly: DAML-S).
In this paper, we extend this progression naturally by using behavioral models as service descriptions. Previous efforts have stopped short of this point; while there are plenty
of languages for representing behavior, such as BPEL4WS
[5] and Statecharts [10], these have not been used for service
description, only service execution and validation.
To motivate this idea, consider the following scenario. You
wish to locate a particular book, either new or used, and
have it delivered to you as quickly as possible, but with
both book price and delivery charge within reasonable limits. If it is new, you will accept paperback, but if it is used,
you will accept only hardback (used paperbacks tend to be
in poor condition). You are also concerned that the vendor to whom you give your personal information will not
keep it beyond the end of the transaction and, for example, spam you with ads. So, you type “book locator” into
a favorite search engine, eﬀectively using naming for service
description. The search returns some 82,600 links to web
pages containing the given phrase1 . Some of these are book
locator sites, but some are other sorts of pages that contain the phrase. If your search tool allows it, you can reﬁne
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